
 
 
 

   

Bello: from adjective to intensifier  
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- Evaluative adjective: beautiful, nice 

 

 (1) E’  una bella giornata!   

  It’s a   beautiful day! 

 

- Intensifier: ≈ very (First observed by Dardano and Trifone 

1985) 

 

 (2) Abbiamo fatto una camminata bella lunga! 

  We went for a  hike bella long 

  ‘We went for a very long hike’ 

 

- Intensifying use is more recent (Santeusanio  and 

Fesenmeier 2001) 

 

Synchronic question: 

How are the evaluative and intensifying use of the adjective 

related semantically and pragmatically? 

 

Diachronic question: 

How does the emergence of the intensifying use connect to 

broader tendencies in semantic change? (e.g. bleaching, 

subjectification) 

 

 

The synchronic picture: a mixed expressive? 

Positive attitude is not at-issue: The positive attitude part cannot be challenged 

independently. The degree part can. A mixed expressive? (Gutzmann 2011) 

 

A: The melon came out bello red 

B: # No! It’s red, but you’re not happy about it             (attitude challenged) 

B: ✓ No! It’s red, but not that red.         (degree challenged) 

 

Outstanding questions: 

- Why is bello with evaluative adjectives degraded? 

- How does bello relate to other non-canonical strategies of degree modification? (e.g., size 

adjectives, Morzycki 2009) 

Two restrictions on bello 

Lexical restriction - Bello sounds worse with 

adjectives than encode a subjective assessment: 

 

Evaluative 

(3) ? Lucia è bella carina/brutta (✓molto) 

        Lucia is bella pretty/ugly     (✓very) 

 

(4) ? Questa pasta è bella buona/cattiva (✓molto) 

   This pasta is bella good/bad       (✓very) 

 

(5) ? Tuo padre è bello simpatico/antipatico (✓molto) 

    Your dad is bello friendly/unfriendly  (✓very) 

 

Non evaluative (Santeusanio  and Fesenmeier 2001) 

(6) ✓ll vino bello ghiacciato mi faceva sentire meglio 

    The bello cold wine made me feel better. 

 

(7) ✓ Il melone è uscito bello rosso  

     The melon came out bello red 

 

Yet, if the evaluation is goal-oriented, bello improves 

Context: we’re trying to rank the worst restaurants  

 

(4’) ✓ Questa pasta è bella cattiva 

     This pasta is bella bad  

 

 

 

 

Pragmatic restriction: Bello requires a context in 

which either the speaker or the hearer have a positive 

attitude towards the proposition. “Bello x = x to a 

satisfactory degree” 

 

Context: It’s 100 degrees out and John orders a lemonade 

(8) Buona questa limonata! E’ bella fredda 

 What a great lemonade! It’s bella cold. 

 

(9) # Che schifo questa limonata! E’ bella calda 

  What a disgusting lemonade. It’s bella warm 

 

(10) ✓ Che schifo questa limonata! E’ molto calda 

   What a disgusting lemonade. It’s very warm 

 

Context: you are back from a long run and your dad says: 

(11) Ora sei bello stanco, vedrai che bello dormire!   

    Now you are bello tired, sleeping will be great! 

 

(12) #Ora sei bello stanco, non riuscirai a finire il compito! 

   You are bello tired, you’ won’t finish the assignment! 

 

(13) ✓Ora sei molto stanco,non riuscirai a finire il 

compito! 

   You are very tired, you won’t finish the assignment! 

The diachronic picture: beyond delexicalization? 

Intensifier bello as a seeming textbook example of “delexicalization”. (Lorenz 2002, 

Tagliamonte 2008) Yet, the positive evaluative component from the adjective is retained: 

 

- Evaluativity re-grammaticalized as non-at issue meaning 

- High degree of adjectival bello grammaticalized as high degree of the modified adjective 

 

How does bello compare to similar cases in English (see pretty, awfully)? 

 

Pretty: evaluative component seems much weaker. Compatibility with negative adjectives. 

✓You are pretty tired, you’ won’t finish the assignment! Damn!  

 

- Is the evaluative component of bello bound to disappear?  

- Or is the trajectory of bello qualitatively different from the one of pretty? 

 

Either way, bello suggests a more nuanced picture of bleaching/delexicalzation than just 

loss of meaning. 
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